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I. MEMORY AND THE ORGANIZATION OF ATTENTION

Pribrmn: The full title of my talk should be "Remembering and the Organi
zation of Attention and Intention: The Case Historv of a Model." There
are, of course, other models-other ways of handling tile data I shall present
-but right now I feel my ~odel to be the best available. To show why, I
would like to present a great deal of the data on which this model is built,
for many of you have never had the opportunity to see as a whole the mate
rial gathered by my colleagues and myself. I shall organize my argument
into three questions. Most of the work pertaining to the first question was
done some years ago; most of the work related to the last question is now in
progress. , .

First, how can one .establishat~ci.characterize brain-behavior relation
ships? Specifically, I was interested in establishing characteristic relation·
ships for those parts of the forebrain which, at the time the studies were ini
tiated, were essentially silent.

Second, what is the psychological meaning of the brain-behavior relation
ships uncovered?

Third, what is the neurophysiological meaning of these brain-heha\'ior
relationships? By this I mean, what is a plausible model that would account
for them? This last aspect is, of course, the most interesting, but in order to
develop it properly I have to answer the other two questions first.

THE BI\AI~-BEHA\'IOHHELATIONSHIP

At the time I began this work, around 1946, there were two \'<lst e,"'panses
of the brain cortex which \\'l're essential1~' silent to experimentall1l<lnipula
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tion: the posterior "association" cortex and the fran tolimhic s~·stems. "!e
kne'.... of no physiological fnnction to assign to them, llnd we did ilOt know,
though conjectures had heen abundant on the hasis of c1inict{\ and lllHttomi.
cal relationships, what their fUllction in behnvior might be. Therefore the
first subqucstion was, how could we best proceed to desilence these brain
areas?

The primary, though not the sole, physiological-anatomical technique
used in this early phase of the work was the ablation method, checked his
tologically. As shown in Figure 18, serial reconstructions of the lesion were
always made after sacrifice of the animal, and the depth and relation of thal
amus or other structures were outlined whenever possible. Figure 19 shows
some e~xamples of reconstructions: a lesion of the hippocampus, showing the
sparing (what was not removed at surgery); also shown is the extent of sur
face lesion.

The two areas I ,.... ill be most concerned with, the inferotemporal region
and the dorsolateral frontal region, are illustrated in Figure 20. With few
exceptions, the subjects of the experiment are primates, mostly MacaclIs
rhesus; experiments using man will be mentioned as well, but here recon
struction of lesions is of course not feasible.

Combined with cortical removals was an extensi .... e behavioral sur.... ey of
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Figure Pl. Reconstruction of ablation of the orbitoinsulo[l'lnporal (feft) anc! medial
frontal t'ingnlatl' (rig'I') <'ortex. (FI'lJIll I'rihnnl1. Lim et al.. no.)
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Figure 19. Reconstruction of hippocampal ablation. (From
Bagshaw, Kimble & Pribram, 2,)
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the subject, both pre- and postoperatively. A variety of behavioral tech-
. niques was used. Figure 21 sho\vs a shuttle box in which conditioned avoid

ance behavior was studied. In Figure 22 we see an operant conditioning sit
uation in which the monke~' is taught to leyer-press; its pressing rate can be
controlled by simple cues and b~' programming the reinforcement. Figure
2.'3 is an example of the Yerkes box in \vhich monkeys can be taught to make
\'isual choices heh\'een two alternatives. Figure 2-1 demonstrates a multiplc
choice procedure which I devised. It is a modification of the Yerkes hox; a
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Figure 20. Reconstructions of ablations of the inferotem[Joral (above) and dorsolateral
frontal (belorc) cortex. (From Pribram, .50.)

number of cues can be placed over holes in which the rewards are hidden.
The position of the cues is randomized from tr!a,l,to trial.

A further modification (Figure 25) shows ourpi'esent setup. The multiple
choice procedure has been automated and is programmed by a special pur
pose computer called the DADTA (Discrimination Apparatus for Discrete
Trial Analysis) machine (.:56, .57). This device allows us to perform a great
variety of behavioral tasks and saves much effort. In addition, DADTA .is a
much more powerful tool for the anal~'sis of behavior than we had before.
Both animals and children (and even adult humans) like to work the device.
There is no experimenter directly involved in the situation, so there is reli
ability comparable to that obtained with operant equipment. Furthermore,
each and every trial (i.e., every panel press) is recorded on punched tape, so
that computer analysis of the data can be easily obtained. We can, for in
stance, program a sequence so the suhjects must respond to 1, :3, S. -; in that
order, before they receive a reward. There are a variet~· of prohlems that
can be presented (.57), and I shall descrihe sOllie of these.

Figure 21. Shuttle box used for {'on
ditioned :l\'oidance experiments. ~Tp(lll

shock frOIll floor or other noxious stilll'n
·Ius. Illo"lke': 'r'llO\'CS 'from left to right box.
·e\·entll:llh- . learns to respond to CS prec'
ceding shock ,11H\ thn; ;l\'oic\ nnplensnlll

stimulus.
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Figure 22. An operant conditioning appa
ratus (Skinner box). Press·lever or other
manipulandn together with stimulus cues
and reword Source shown at bock of box.
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Just to give an example of the power of this instrument, in the old hand·
operated Yerkes box, when a sophisticated animal-one having been trained
for several years-is asked to discriminate between the numeral.) and the
numeral 8, it will probably fail to master this in 1000 trials. With the
DADTA, a completely naive animal, directly out of the jungle, takes an av
erage of 250 trials, which is Rve days of training. This is an unexpected divi
dend.

Grant: Besides Yerkes, Kluver (24) should 'be given credit for the appara~
tus.

Pribram: All right, Yerkes, Kli.iver, then Harlo\v. There is a current ten
dency among scientists to' attribute a test'or device to the latest of its inven
tors rather than to the earliest. We usually call the crude hand-operated de
vice a "'Visconsin" apparatus.

Grant: I think there is a dramatic difference between Khiver's way of
doing it and Yerkes', and it is a very important one. Animals can be readily
trained with the Kluver version and not with Yerkes', for example.

Pribrarn: That is an important technical point. I would also like to point
out that the DADTA machine is even better. Let us skip for the moment
whose apparatus it is and ask what makes it better. There may be two rea
sons. One is that it is much more fun to work, with all the clicks and clatter.
But probably the most important consideration is that, hy changing the po
sition of the cues on each trial, \ve are rid of allY position tendenc~' and find,

Figure 2:3. Yerkes (Wisconsin General)
testing apparatus used to evaluate dis
crimination and alternation learning and
pe..rarmance. ~Ionke~' in cage faces ap
paratus but is separated !'rom it by
opaque screen; 011 each trial stimulus ob
jects and manipulnnda are changed and
moved to \vithin its reach on a slidillg
track and the screen is lifted: animalre
spands and a new trial begim. Note stim
ulus objects and manipu1anda il\ lower

ldt amI right comers. IC7"'0- .c:=.==::::>
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Figure 24. ~[odification of Yerkes appa
ratus for multiple.choice testing. (From

Pribmm, 47.)

therefore, no position habits to confound with the discrimination for which
we are testing. ~ lost animals and children will respond to position cues first,
and only later will "catch on" that they may be irrelevant. By initially
changing position from trial to trial, we immediately alert the subject to the
fact that position is irrelevant. That is why the DADTA machine is a more
effective tool for teaching discriminations. Another factor may be that in
the hand-operated apparatus there is a screen interposed between subject
and cues. This screen goes up and down: it is distracting and may interfere
with testing. The automated apparatus has no screen; the lights that illumi
nate the cues just go out. \Ve are designing a new version which will be
programmed by a small ge;leralpurpose computer (PDP-8) which will both
operate the display and record the behavior. The technology Jlas advanced
sufficiently so that within a year we should be able to type in the particular
task that we wish to display to the animal for solution, instead of having to
dial it in, as we do now. This will give us still more flexibilit~, in the choice

.. , .t&
·1

Figure 25. The automated form of the multiple choice
apparatus (Discrimination Appamtus for Discrete Trial
Anal.\·sis. DADTA). (From Pribram. Cardllf'r et aI., 513.)
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of tasks. And, of course, \\'ith the general pmpose cOll1puter nil line, \\'e \\'ill
hasten our initial data IJrocessilJlT as \.... ell..:-

The experiments to be reported were done with no fewer than four ani-
mals per group and, as a rule, the experiments hm'e been replicated. If they
have not, I will mention that these experiments stand alone, and have not as
yet been checked either by someone working with me at some time or an
other, or in other laboratories such as Harlow's ..

The first question, then, is how to establish ami characterize the brain-be
havior relationships. To do this, I devised a technique which is called the
method of "the intersect of sums" (44). \Vhat I did was to take the first 40
animals and list separately those that had a postoperative deficit on a par
ticular problem (such as a visual choice reaction), and those without such
deficit. By a deficit is meant either failure to pel-form the task at criterion in
1000 trials, or to learn it in the number of trials taken to learn the task pre
operatively (in other words, no savings). i\ly criterion, arhitrarily chosen, is
90 con-ect out of 100 consecutive responses; all I have to say in its defense is
that it worked. There are of course other criteria-for retention, for instance
-and these serve other purposes.

The work summarized in Figure 26 included initially some hippocampal
lesions; I felt at the time that I had invaded neighboring structures, and
subsequently more precisely placed lesions showed the hippocampus unin
volved in the retention of simple visual discrimination performances. The
method of intel'sed of sums was then applied in this fashion: plots were
made of all the lesions that produced deficit (Figure 26A); of all the lesions
with no deficit (Figure 26B ); the two were superimposed ( Figure 26C). The
remaining cortex, the inferotemporal region, is the crucial cortical area con
cerned in visual choice behavior. No other portion of the "silent" cortex is
involved. As I mentioned, there were 40 animals in this initial phase of the
study. Since then this finding has been replicated many Illore times. 'Ve
have now probably close to 1500 monkeys in the total series, a goodly num
ber of which have had the inferotemporallesioll.

Using this method to pinpoill t an effect, we next asked the question,
what characterizes the brain-behavior relationship? One way of stating the
problem is to ask what it is that is localized. Is there a "center" for "biologi
cal intelligence"? Is there one for "visual-somatic" space? Is there one for
"sensory associations", and so on? "'e did not ask the question in that form
at all. 'Ve asked, more simply, what we would find if we extended the "inter
sect of sums" technique to include other tasks. '\'e discovered that the pos
terior portion of the silent areas was didsible into regions, each of \vhich
served one or another Illodalit;... There is modality specificity within this
posterior "association" cortex. An example is seen in Table 3. One group of
animals was given a parietal lesion; another an inferotemporallcsion. They
were tested either for original postoperath'e learning (Group A) or for post
operative retention ofa preoperath'el~· learn'ed task (Group B). The two
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Figure 26. Diagrams of visual choice reaction. A: Sum of
the areas of resection of nil of the animals grouped as show
ing deficit; B: sum of the areas of resection of all of the
animals grouped as showing no deficit; C: intersect of the
area shown in black in A and /lot checkerboarded in B.
This inters,e~tr~R,r~s.ents the area invariably implicated in
visual choic"(ir'IJehavior in these experiments. (From Prib-

ram, 44.) . "
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PT-28tJ

280
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200
-!OO
880

80
o

120
fiOI)
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• Data from Weiskrantz &; Mishkin (80).

groups were trained on both a visual and a somesthetic discrimination task.
As can be seen, after the parietal operation there was a difficulty in original
learning and retention of the somesthetic discrimination (81). The apparatus
used was an infrared device (9) b.y which the monkeys' performance was
observed and televised, converted into visible light for display: the animals
were working in darkness, but we could watch their performance on the tele
vision screen. Visual discrimination was intact, i.e., the savings criterion
was met and original learning fell within the scores of the controls. Con
versely, the inferotemporal group performed the somesthetic problem with
in normal limits, both on learning and retention, but showed complete fail
ure in learning and retaining the visual discrimination (see also Pribram &
Barry, 42).

In the auditory mode, the data (80) are not as clearcut. These data have
not as yet been replicated, but we are now in the process of doing this ex
periment again. However, Table 4 shows that inferoternporal lesions, which
resulted in a visual discrimination deficit, left auditor\' discrimination
unaffected. Conversely, a posterior temporal lesion, which left visual dis
crimination intact, produced some deflcienc;' ill auditory choices; deflnitely
in one subject, not so clearl:' in two others. Current evidence places these
lesions somewhat too far posteriori;' to obtain the main effect. For taste, an
anterior temporal locus has heen isolated (.'3, .54) b;' the similar usc of the
intersect of sums technique (44).

The question remains' as to whether there are an;' ~'suprn:modalit< re
gions in this posterior cortical regioll. This prohlem has heel1 \\'l)rkctl 011 a
great deal, hut as yet most of the results are I1llpublished. So rar there has
been no evidence in the mOl1ke;' that there is a sllpramodalit;· organizatiol1
in the posterior "association" cortex (d. E\'arts [16] and WegPlIer°j, In
man, the data from ;\lilner's group (T») in \[ontreal alld Telther's group
(78) at .\IIT suggest that there might he such a thing as a locus for dsual-

• Vnpllhlished ()bser\'nli()n~.
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sl)rnatic spatial or!!allizatioll 'Ir for tilt' IJr~Lallization of \'erbal oehador, irre
spective of mode, but these data are also subject to other interpretations. This

r is an open subject at the moment \vhich needs much more investigation at
both the human and subhuman le\'e\s. To summarize, all the evidence
points to modality specificity in the posterior "association" cortex.

Now let liS turn to the frontolimbic sector and examinc the evidence. Fig
ure 27 illustratcs the method of the intersect of Sl1JllS applied to the delayed
reaction experiment. The stippled portions in section A represent experi
ments from the literature (28). including one of my own (5), which suggest
that there may be a deficit obtained from lesions in these locations; but this
turns out to be an artifact of the particular task since there are control ani
mals that have never been operated on at all-four such animals in myexpe
rience-which also show a deficit on this task (it is a most boring task, both
to administe;' and to perform). This finding resolves the discrepancies re
garding occasional occurrence of deficit on delayed reaction follOWing pos
terior cortical resections.

Figllfe 27. Delayed reaction performance. A: Sum of the
areas of resection of all of the <lnil1lals grollped as shOl\"ing
a defidt; B: sllrn of the areas of resection of .111 of the ani
mals grouped as showing uo delkit: C: intersE'd of the
area s11O\\'n in .-\ aud that not checkerboardI'd in B. This
intersl'C'! represents the area il1\·'lriahl~· inlplicated in de
layed reaction pprfonnance in these experililents. Hf.'SPl·
tions within the area stippled in :\ occasioii[illy result' in
"deficit" as ddlned here; hO"'e\'er, a simil!!r "deficit" ap-

pears in nonopl'rated controls. (From Prihr.II11, ,1,1.)
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Another task. '-Ie"1\ed :tlterna tir1!1. is c1osl~ k related bl.l t not idell tic~11 to the
delayed readioll. Pe;·formance of this task is impaired \vhenever a lesion in
vades the frontal or limbic cortex. To perform, the subject must silllpl~' al·
ternate his response from trial to trial; right, left, right, left. with a screen
interposed between trials. For purposes of "localization" procedure, the de
layed alternation task appears to be more reliably retained. Nevertheless, as
demonstrated here, the results of delayed reaction experiments may still be
lIseful.

Grant: May I raise a question relative to information theory and the vari·
ability of the stimulus, particularly with respect to delayed reaction? I know
what you mean by its being a rather boring experiment to nm, hut I assume
you were running it with a fixed delay or long delay, or at least in blocks of
constant delays. If you vary the delays from trial to trial, I suspect that you
might get an entirely different kind of pIH~nomenon, and possibly even a
different part of the nervous system would he involved.

PrilJram: There are variations of the delayed reaction prohlem that do
make a difference (38, 39, 63), hut var~.. ing the delay period is not one of
them (64). \Ve used a five-second delay, standard correction technique for
both tasks. For the dela~:ed response problem we showed a peanut to the
animal over one of the food wells, brought down the screen, hid the peanut
in the well, and then the screen went up.

Figure 18 illustrates some of the limbic lesions that produce changes in
alternation behavior; an orbito-insulo-temporal (OIT) resection is shown.
The OIT region includes the amygdala, the anterior portion of the insula,
and the posterior orbital portion of the frontal lobe. It receives its projec
tion from the midline, medial macrocellular mediodorsal and medial intra
laminar nuclei (32). It can be differentiated as a unit by the method of
strychnine neuronography (59, 61). Another such unit is the cingulate,
which really comprises a good deal of the medial frontal cortex as \vell as
the cingulate gyrus. This region is the projection sector of the anterior nu
clear group of the thalamus (55). These nuclei project not only to the thin
strip of cortex above the corpus callosum but more wide1~' to the medial
cortex anterior to and under the corpus callosum. Both of these regions
have become standard in our repertoire. Finally, lesions of the hippocampal
cortex also lead to difficulty with the dela~"ed alternation problem.

When the method of presenting the de1n~'ed response and de1a~"ed alter
nation prohlems is varied, there can he fmther difl'erentiation hetween le
sion effects (Table;)). Frontal and limbic (OTT), cinglllate and hippocampal
lesions have different effects on the performance of difh'rent ,"ariatiol1s of
the task (60). The effective variation is a change from a left-right to a go-no
go procedure. In the alternation situation tlte animal is reinforced ever~' al
ternate time and is expected to sta~' <l\'"a~" from the well on the other times:
on one trial a peanllt is placed in the \\'ell. the screen goes lip and the ani
mal respoilds. On the following trial there is 110 peannt in the \\'ell; the ani
mal has to learn to withhold il., response. If it does not, thenon-reiTifm:ced
trial is repeated \lntil it does withhold. all the next trial, the peal1ut is again
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in the \vell. This go-no go form of alternation is more se\'erel~' impaired
than the right-left variation of the task when the lesions are Iimhic (esp('
cialk arT). On the other hand, Figure 28 shows that, when the lesiolls arr'
of f;ontal cortex, the go-no go valiation of the procedure turns out to 111'
much easier for the Illonke~' than the right-left \-ariation (:39).

In s!1mmar~-, frontal and limbic lesions produce effects different frolll
those produced b.,· lesions in the posterior cortex. I h,1\'e not rede"'ecl herl'
the evidence that the frontolimhic defect is not modalit~· specific. but such
reviews arc in the literature (.SO, 67). The frontolimhic dfect is dC!1HJll
strated in a class of tasks of the dela~'('d response amI dela~'ed ~llternati(lll

type. Further differentiation can be made between frontal and limhic struc
tures by nlr~'ingthe problem from a right-left to a go-no go procednre. I'n
fonnance in right-left deb\' tasks is more serioush' disturbed I" frontal 1(·-

t_. ••

sions; performance of go-no go dela~' tasks suffers most from limbic Iesi()n~

Removal of cerebral tissue has not been the onh' tool in ol1r arru:lJlWll-
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,

Iarilllll. Simultaneousl:', experiments ha"e heen carriell out in whiclt ,"e
placed aluminum 11\'droxide cream on the cortex or injected it into selected
Cortical areas (43, 4.5, 77). ~ lu ltiple foci of altered electricalactivih- "'ere
thlls produced, often leading to actual seizure patterns. The !wlt'adoral
tl'dmi(}ues found useful in the ablation experiments w('re USf't! in these
\llldies as we 11.

When ' ....e train the animal before the ahnormal electrical acthih dr'-
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velops (e.g., spikes or spike ,lilt! slow W;l\'e cOlllplexes), we find no impair
ment of visual discrimination behavior as a result of illferotemporal implant
ation. As seen in Figure 29A, the monkey runs along smoothly at crite
rion, despite the abnormal electrical activity. As in the case of the ablation
experiments, the aluminum hydroxide cream implantations were made in
each of the regions we have been discussing. Performance was recorded for
many weeks (74,75,76). In Figure 2gB we have another example-alterna
tion performance after frontal implantation.

On the other hand, if the animals are trained only after the abnormal
electrical activity has appeared, a marked change in behavior can be dem
onstrated (Figure 30): original learning of a particular task is impaired
when the electrical activity of the appropriate cortex becomes abnormal.
The figure depicts again the visual choice reaction, visual discrimination
following EEG abnormality in the inferotemporal cortex. Learning is de
layed approximately fivefold. Note that the slope of the curve is not drasti-
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Figure 29. Performance scores before and after aluminum h....droxide implantation. :\:
Visual discrimination problem and implantation (left arrow) 011 the inferotemporal cortex:
right arrow indicates the onset of electrical sdZ1lrC' paltprns. (From Stamm & Pribram, '.::;.)
R. :\ Itemation perfonnnnce and froutal lobe implantation; arrow shows onset of electrical

seizllre pnttl?rns. (From Stallllll & Prihralll. ,n.)
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cally changed; rather, the onset of learning is retarded. This finding may be
important to uncovering the mechanism which underlies the disturbance.

Impaired alternation learning is represented in Figure 31. There is no
long delay before an inflection point, but alternation learning ordinarily
shows no such "single element" attributes even when normal subjects are
used, as can he seen from this control sample.

Before going on to even more interesting data, I would like to point out
that these last experiments bear directly on something Dr. Galambos men
tioned earlier, the problem of distinguishing between performance and the
acquisition of that performance. The acquisition of behavior appears to be
highly correlated with what we obtain elp.ctrically from the brain, hut we
have not been able to find an~' such correlation behvecn electrical changes
and performance per se.

To make the stor~' complete I should mention that a cOI1\·erse experimen
tal result has also been obtained. Usil}g the ablation technique, Lawrence
Weiskrantz (79) of Cambridge Universit~' followed this paradigm: train the
animals on a particular da~' to criterion on a particular discrimination, let us
say A versus B. On the following day, test for the retention of A rerslIs 13,
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Figure 31. Alternatiom learning curve recorded from a group of monkeys with frontal
lobe electrical seizures. (From Stamm & Pribram. 75.)

and teach a new discrimination, C r.;crsus D. On dav three test for retention
of C r.;crs/ls D. and teach E versrts F. He did this \~,ith manv\'l11'iations, al
ways using easily discriminable cues such as a variety of sn~all objects, and
shO\ved that after ablation of the inferotemporal cortex learning was
unaffected, though remembering suHered severely. In other \\'ords, the ac
quisition of new performance remained unimpaired h:' the resection: learn
ing ratf:'S we;'e identical, sllmlned across da:'s. On the other hand, retentioll;
was markedl:' impaired: that is, from da:' to cb:' these animals forgot a \
good deal of what the\' had learned the cia\' before.
- Tn SUmlll,lI':', the ir;'itati\e and tIlt' ablath'e lesious prodllce different n'
suIts: the brain's electrical abnormalit:, is correlated with altered acquisi
tion, brain cortex remonl1 with disturbed renH:,mlwring. I use the word "1'('

membering" here as opposed to "dismembering", in the sense that thesl'
animals IllUSt put together again, or retrie\'e, elements used to soke proh
lems.

Birch: How do :'ou interpret the long period of no change? Is there SOIlI!'

thing happening that is irrelenlllt to learning?
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Pribl'OlI1: If you can tell me what process is going on to generatc the part
of a backward learning curve prior to the inflection when learnhlg prl"s1.11l1
abl~' takes place, I will be glnd to tell you what Illay be going on in these
experiments. At the momellt, I do not know. (Incidentally, we have plotted
many of our visual discrimination results as hackwanls learning cmves and
usually obtained a nice sharp rise-though we have not tested for stationarit:'
in most of the experiments.) Figure .31 shows that this same abrupt rise does
not appear when alternation behavior is examinl"d.

Bra::ier: How many da~'s postoperative is zero?
Pribram: Zero is usually at least a month postoperative in these experi

ments, because, the seizure patternusuaBy does not develop until three
weeks to a month after implantation. \Ve wait at least until we have seen
the abnormal electrical pattern on two occasions and we record once a
week.

U iller: Do such patterns continue once the:' are established? Is there no
change in the electrical activity associated with the heginning of learning?

Pribrarn: "Te have tested for only three to six months, and during that
time the abnormalities are maintained. I would not say there is no change,
hut we still see the abnormal activit\'.

O'Collnor: Because of the beh'avioral manifestation in the operated
group, is there any indication of head or eye movements during the dela:'ed
augmentation?

Pribram: Not from the lesions I am reporting here, If we make the irrita
tive focus in the motor region, we see Jacksonian motor seizures, and the
animals also show tremors both at rest and during intentional movement.
But that is another story (58).

THE PSYCHOLOGICAL SIG;-';IFlC'\~Cf: OF THE BI1,\l1\-BEIIAVIOI1 HELATIO:,\SHIPS

,.,. ;.j: i"

The psychological signil1cance of the findings described can he concre
tized somewhat like this: if a deficit in color discrimination is obtained, does
it mean that the animal is color blind? Part of the cortex is remo\-ecl, ancl
the animal now fails a color discrimination: does that in itself mean the ani
mal is co1<W bliiH.l? OIi\'iol1slv not,\Ve need other kinds of tasks besides
color discriminatioll to test tl;e limits of the deficient hehador. "oe t1l1'ned
to bright'ness differences and to patterns of \'adons sorts, and fOl1n'd all man- :"
ner of \"isnal tasks to he affected hy this particnlar lesion (86, :38, 89). Figure
12 shows that differences in the ph:'sical dimensions of the stimulns. in this
case a size, are distinguished I{'ss after the lesioll (,17), hnt this is not the
whole stan'.

One day, while testing monkeys \\'ith such lesions at the Yerkes laborato
ries in Orange Park. Florida, I sat do\\"n to rest from the chore of carrYing
the monke~'s the goo(ll:' distance bel\\'eell hOIlH:' cage and laborator~'. The
monkevs were fnililH!miserahh' the dSllal discrilllination tasks. It \\'as a hot," ...... .
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tIlug:5~\·. t..\·piC::l1 Florida ';I1I11I1I('r :lftcrnofJl1 and the air was swarming with
gl1ats. \/;' monkey reached out and caught a gnat. 'nthout thinking, I also
reached for a gnat: I did not catch it. The monkey reached out again, and
again it caught a gnat and put it in its mouth. 1 reached out-missed! Final·
Iy, the paradox of the situation forced itself on me. I took the beast back to
the testing room, but it was as deficient as ever in making visual choices.

This observation gave rise to the following experiment, which Ettlinger
(1.5) accomplished, with the results sho\vn in Figure 3.3. We hypothesized
that choice was the crucial variahie; as long as a monkey does not have to
make a choice, its visnal performance should he found intact. ;\[onkeys
were trained in a Ganzfeld made of a translucent light fixture large enough
so that an animal could be physically inserted into it. The monkey could
press a single lever throughout the procedure, but was rewarded only dur
ing the p~riod when illumination was markedly increased for several sec
onds at a time. Soon response frequency became maximum during this
"bright" period. Under such conditions no differences in performance were
obtained between inferotemporally lesioned and control animals. The result
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Figure 33. Single manipulandutll per
formance curves of a single animal in a
varying brightness situation. Abscissa:
Geometrically decreasing differences in
luminance between positive and nega
tive cues; ordinate: log of ratio of re
sponse rate to positive and negative cues.
Shaded area indicates variability among
groups of 4 animals. (From Ettlinger, V>.)

tended to support our feeling that, if an inferotemporall~' lesioned monkey
did not have to make a choice, he would show no deficit in behavior. The
animal is not punished for error because that would entail a choice. The
lack of punishment is important in making this experiment closer to an "ex
istential" discrimination, which would be ideal. Error is not involved. Tl.le
monkey can press any time. but has been reinforced only when the "bright
er" condition is in effect, and the difference in reward behveen the concli
tions is further minimized by the fact that the brighter condition is reward
ed on a modified fixed ratio schedule. i.e., not every lever press is rewarded.

Miller: If you reinforced the animal 100 per cent for responding to the
correct light and zero for the incorrect response, would it then have a
deficit in that same Ganzfeld?

Pribram: In a simultaneous choice experiment, inferotemporall~' lesioned
monkeys fail to respond differentiall~' to differences in brightness (39). An
other difference in discrimination is that illumination is general in one case
and specific to the object in the other; onc is of "ground", the other of
"figure", There are also differences in the reinforcement schedlllc. The 1'01
lowing experiment may clarify the problem.

\Ve (62) trained the monkeys on a \'er~' simple object discrimination, an
ash tray versllS a tobacco tin. These animals had been trained for h\'o or
three years before the~' were operated on and were therefore sophisticated
problem solvers; this. plus ease of task, accounts for the minimal deficit in tIle
simultaneous choice task. '\'hen, howe\'er, we take the same CIlt'S ami pre
sent them sttccessh'el~' (there are two t~'Pes of slIccessh"e discriminations: in
one the animal has to go either left or right). the Illonkc\'s sllO\\' a deficit

~ L •
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\\·hen compared '.\"ith their controls (figl.lre :34;. "'e know the.\· can
differentiate the cues from their performance in the sinlultaneous situation;
~'et when a more difficult response is required they have difficulties.

This result further supported the idea that the problem for the operated
monke~'s was not so much in "seeing" but in usefully differentiating what
they smv. It is not only the stimulus condition per se but the contexts in
, ...·hich it appears that determine the deficit. Another, more precise, way of
stating this is that the deficit ought to vary as a function of the number of
alternatives ill the situation. This hypothesis was therefore tested directly in
another experiment (47). It has not as yet been replicated and so the results
must he considered tentative, albeit persuasive. The hope was that an infor
mational measure of the deficit could be ohtained. Figure 35 shows that ac
tually something very. different appeared when the number of errors was
plotted against the number of alternatives. •

The square root transformation is of the raw data. Since analysis of vari
ance was used to establish significance, the data had to he normalized first.
I want to point out some other complications in the experiment. First, there
is the confounding of the numher of alternatives in the sittlation and the
order in which they were presented; this is therefore not reall~' a good test
of the information measurement model that I had in mind. The eXI)eriment
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Four animals per group. (From Pribram, .47.)

could not be done as originally planned because, up to that time, no one
had ever tested monkevs on more than three cues at a time. I had to start
with two cues and work up. Also, there was no way of matching preferences
for cues and so the same cues were used throughout the experiment, balanced
in order of presentation among subjects but given in a standard order for
each subject. Despite these limitations, a thought-provoking result emerged
from the experiment.

If repetitive errors are plotted-Le., the number of times a monkey
searches the same cue, against the number of alternath'es in the situation-a
hump is found in the curve, a stage of man~' repetitive errors through which
normal animals go; the~; then recover adequate performance and go on to
complete the task with facility. What intrigued me was that during this
stage the monkeys with inferotemporal lesions were doing better than the
controls. This was a paradox. As the procedure continued, hO\ve"er, and
after the controls no longer made so many errors. the inFerotemporals hegan
to accumulate an errol' hump even greater than that shown earlier hy the
controls. TIle anal~'sis of variance shows these two ctll'\'es to be significantly
different despite their overlap in the latter half of the graph.

Before I had such an explanation I pH-sellted the results of this experi
ment informally to a group. and Edward Green. a mathematical pS~'cholo

gist, suggested that the position of this hump "aried with the l1umher of ..1
temath'es sampled h~' the slIhject. and th:lt the infcrot(,l1lporall~' lcsiolled
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1110"ke\'s who jhowp.d the drla~'r.d hump had sampled fewer cues in the
earl~' stages of the experiment. Since these cues had to be unco\'ered, I had
a record of actual "sampling" ",'hen a particular cue was turned over. It was
only necessary to go back through the data to see whether differences in
sampling between groups was obtained.

The differences did occur, as can be seen in Figure 36. The monkeys with
inferotemporal lesions showed a lowered sampli"g ratio: they sampled
fewer cues during the first half of the experiment. We might characterize
their performance as a restriction in their visual field; however, the limita
tion is not in the visual-spatial field but in the information-processing field,
Le., the number of alternatives they can sample or handle at anyone time.
This curve shows that most of the variance that accounts for the error
humps was obtained when a novel cue was introduced into the situation.
The inferotelpporally lesioned subjects (as well as the controls) made their
runs of repetitive errors on these occasions. (Frontally lesioiled subjects in-.
variably chose the novel cue immediately.) During a trial, the monkeys had
just one chance to sample a cue; the screen came down between trials.
\Vhen there were only four or five cues in the situation, the inferotemporal
ly lesioned monkeys found the correct one more rapidly than did the con-
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Figure 36. Sampling performance except nO\'e1 cue. :herage percentage of the total
number of object5 (Clle5) that nre 5all1pled b~' each of the gl'OUp5 ill each of the situation5,
To 5ample. a monkel' had to move an object until the content or lack of content of the
foou well was dearl~' l'i5ible to the expf'rill1enter. .-\s \\'a5 predicted (47). during the fir51
half of the experirnent the cun'e repre5eming the sampliug ratio of the posteriorl\
lesioned gro"p differs significantly 1'10111 the others ,It thf' 0,0:2-' 1(','e!laccording tn the
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troIs, who sampled more l)f the pre\'jousl:-' reinforced cues befort' tuming
over the novel cue. The correct cue object is alwa:-s the sanle until a crite
rion is met; then a "discrimination reversal" t:-'pe of procedure takes place
until all of the cues hm'e been rewarded. All cues that had previousl:-' been
reinforced are still present; only the currently correct cue changes. For ex
ample, the monkeys go through a whole series of problems for which red is
correct. 'Vhen thev reach criterion on red, then reversal is instituted and
green becomes cor~·ect. After criterion is reached on green, blue is added as
the correct cue. To reach criterion they must choose the correct cue on five
successive trials.

In summar:-', the modality-specific defect that results from a posterior "as
sociation" system lesion appears to produce an information processing de
fect best described as a restriction on the number of alternatives searched
and sampled-a reversion to chance behavior {vhen compared with a control
group whose sampling is guided by the history of prior differential discrimi
nations. In short, the lesioned monkeys fail to remember prior discrimina
tions as well as the controls, and this failure alters the sampling of current
cues, Le., the process of selective attention. I will return to this notion of a
memory-based information processing defect when I discuss the model. But
first let me present briefly some data on the frontolimbic s:'stems.

For purposes of comparison, Figure .37, A and B, demonstrates that front
ally (and limbically) lesioned primates also fail to be influenced by their ex
perience, but in a very different way from the posteriorly lesioned subjects.
They appear to be impervious to the consequences of their behavior. Initial
ly, this defect appeared most dramatically as imperviousness to error, i.e., in
avoiding shocks ( 44, 6.5) and non-reinforcements.

In another experiment (50), the animals were trained in an operant condi
tioning situation. After several years of training on mixed and multiple
schedules, four hours of extinction were run, Le., the reinforcements (pea
nuts) were no longer delivered, although everything else in the situation re
mained the same. Figure 38 shows the results; note that the frontally le
sioned animals failed to extinguish in the four-hour period, whereas the
control monke:'s did. This failure in extinction accounts for poor perfor
mance in another task. Figure 39 shows what happens to the number of re
petitive errors made in a go-no go alternation: the frontall:' lesioned animals
do make man:-' more repetitive errors. Even though they do not find a pea
nut, they go right back and keep looking (47).

This result was confirmed and amplified in a study by Wilson (82), who an
alyzed the occasions for error-did errors follow alternation or nonreinforce
ment? He dedsed a situation in which both lids o\'er the food well opened
simultaneously, but the monkey could obtain the peanut onl:' if it had
opened the haited well, Thus the monke:' was gh'en "complete" information
in e\'er~,. trial and the 1I suaI correction techn iqllc call Id he cirCllmH'1l kd.
\Vith this apparatus the procedure was presellted with four \'(uiations:
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Figure 38. Graph of performance of
three groups of monkeys under conditions
of extinction in a mixed-schedule operant
conditioning situation. Note the slower
extinctions of the frontallv lesioned

monkeys. (From Pribral~, .50.)
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correction-contingent, correction-noncontingent, IJollcorrection-contingent,
and noncorrection-noncontingent (Table 6). The contingency was whether
the position of the peanut depended on the prior correct or incorrect re
sponse of the monkey, or whether this position was alternated independent
ly of the monkey's behavior. \Vilson then anal~'zed the relationship between
an error and the trial preceding that error. For the normal monkey, the con
dition of reinforcement and nonreinforcement of the previous trial makes a
difference, whereas for the frontallv lesioned monkey it does not; alterna
tion affects both normal and frontai subjects about equally; frontal subjects
are simply not influenced by rewarding or nonrewarding consequences of
their behavior.

This inefficac~' of consequences to influence behavior is also demon
strated in the multiple choice experiment just discussed (47). Figure 40

200 .,

I
I

Figure 39. yraph showing the dHrercnces
in the number of repetitive errors made
by groups of monke~'s in a go-no go t~ve
of dela~'ed reaction experiment. Espe
cially dUring the initial trials, frontall~'

operated animals repeatedly return to
the food well after exposure to the "non
rewarded" predela~' cue. :\ote, however.
that this variation of the delav problem
is mastered eusil~' by the frontuJl~' oper-

ateJ group. f From Pribrulll. -1i.l
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Percentnge of A1tl'rnl\f·inn as n Funct.ion IIf H",;pnnse IUlll OUIl'II111l1 "f l're':l'ding Trial

Preceding trial
Subject

i

I
A-R I A-:" It NA-I!. NA·~H

-------- ._-----
I

Norlllal i

394 .'i3 5ti ·10 ·15
:396 I)ol 53 3U olD
39S olD tiO 'J- -IS.1

384 61 83 :n .,~

1 ~

Tot.a1 55 ti8 :~-I 52

Frontal -
381 olfJ .'it -II ol3
4:37 ol2 ·lli

.,. 26-,
3fil ol!J t8 38 :15

ol:33 H :l!) :1I :32
Tol.a1 ol6 .Jtj 33 33

A: nlternntl'd; N.-\: did not alt.p'rIlate: H: wa.~ rell'lHded: :"H.: II-as nllt rel\'anJeu .
• Dlltn from "'ils,," (8:!).

I I , I I I I , , I

Figure 40. Graph of the average nutlllwr of tdals to ctitedou taken in the Illulti,,),·
object experiment by each of th~ groups in each of the situations after search was COIn,

pleted, i.e., after the Ilrst correct response. !\ote the difference het\l'een the C\1r\TS Illl

the controls and for the fl()ntall~' oper.tted grn1lp. a dill'erence \l'hich is signifkant :It

the O.O.'j level b\' an anah-sis of \'ariance I F=H.l 9 for :! and (J dl) accordill~ to \1c:\Plllar'
(33) procedure' perfol'1ned on normalized Ih.\· srl'tare ront transforl11ati;lI1) ra\l' scOtT'.

(From PrihralJl. 4i.)
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8.8 5.n

n.l 4.2

2·1.7 12.9

3.7 5.9

shows what happens after the monkeys have found the peanut. The proce
dure' calls for the strategy of return to the same object five consecutive
times, i.e., to criterion. The frontally lesioned animals are markedlv
deficient in accomplishing this task. Ag;in we see that the conditions of r~
inforcement are relatively ineffective in shaping hehavior once the frontal
engranular cortex has been removed, so that the monke~'s' behavior is rela
tively random when compared to that of normal subjects (53). Behavior of
the frontally lesioned monkeys thus appears to be minimally controlled by
its repeatedly experienced, and therefore expected, conseqnences; the pro
cess of intention is impaired.

In case you should object to descriptive labels taken from the subjective
realm of discourse (on the has is that they must not be applied to animals),
Table 7 shows that the results ohtained with monkevs hold for man. in ex
periments (41) performed with 20 lobotomized patients and their controls.
The procedure was made as similar as possihle to that used with the pri
mates. And results were remarkahh' similar:

TilE l'.looET.

These data led me to define (48) the ps~'Chological processes impaired h~

"association" cortex lesions and to suggest the outlines of a model for these
processes, To review the definition, the posterior s~'stem apparentl:' is in
volved in the process of selecth'e attention (i.e., search and sampling the en
vironment) while the frontal cortex has to do with the process of intention
(Le., the guiding of beha\'ior by its exp,ected consequences).

Now, at last, the model: the nenroph~'siology of se)ccth'e attention and
intention. The model is far From heing complete or even huttressed b~' data.
Rather, it should be viewed as a progress report and a projection of our cur
rent endea\'ors. Therefore let tiS first consider sOllle facts, or rather some
lack of facts, ahout the neuroanatomical relationships of the infcrotelllporal
cortex, There is a dearth of neurological evidence to link this cortex to the
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kno\\'" \isual s;'stelll, the geniculostriate s:stcm. Tilcre are no dt'finiti\"l' an:l
tomical inputs specific to the inferotcmporal cortex frOI1l the visual cortex or
the lateral geniculate nucleus. Of course, connections can be traced via
fibers that synapse twice in the preoccipital region, but such connections
also exist to link the visual cortex to the parietal lobe, the excision of which
does not change visual behavior, as we have seen. In addition, circulllsec
lion of the striate cortex does not impair visual discrimination (8).

Further evidence that these "corticocortical" connections are not the im
portant ones can be seen from the results of the experiment in which I per
formed a cross-hatch of the inferotemporal cortex, much as Sperry (71) had
done, and found no deficit either in visual learning or in performance (Table
8). On the other hand, undercu tting the inferotemporal cortex makes a vast
difference: both leaming and performance of visual tasks become preclud
ed, This suggests that the connections to this cortex essential to visual be
havior must come from somewhere belo\v, although large U fibers, dipping
deeply into white matter, are not yet ruled out. lIov"'ever, another possibili
ty can be tested, namely that the essential relations of the posterior associa
tion cortex are centrifugal, i.e., enerent (46). There is some anatomical evi
dence to suggest such a notion: some time ago, I prepared two brains with
inferotemporal resections. These were stained in Dr. \Valle Nauta's laborato
ry by his technique, and showed an efferent tract going down to the region
of the superior colliculus, ending either within its substance or in the sur
rounding reticular formation. No such fibers could be traced to the lateral
geniculate nucleus. In support of this finding there is a report b:! Kuypers
(27), who has also traced temporocollicular Abers in monkey.

The idea of an eUerent mechanism "gating" or otherwise "partitioning"
the input to the geniculostriate system has a good deal of appeal as an ex
planation for the process of selective attention. To determine how an eUer-
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Figure 41. A representative record of the change produced in visual e\'oked responses
by chronic stimul:llion of the inferotemporal cortex. Abot;(!: Records taken before stimu
lation; belou;; records during stimulation. All traces were recorded from the striate
(visual) cortex; the top two in each set from posterior, the lower t\\'o from anterior
striate cortex. The first sets 1A) were recorded in response to a single Rash. the second
(B) to flashes separated by iF; msec.. and the third (C) to Rashes separated by 1.'50 msec.
In addition to the changed recovery, note also the change in wave form of the response
upon presentation of even a single flash; this latter change. however, did not appear in

all of our subjects. (From Spinelli & Pribram, 72.)

ent mechanism of this sort would work, ,('e did experiments in which, in
stead of making ablations or implanting an epileptogenic lesion. we chroni
cally and continuously stimulated the brain. These experiments are still in
progress and are being accomplished in collaboration with Dr. D. N. Spinel
li, a physiologist, who designed the stimulator and the recording equipment
we are using (72). The stimulator is sufficiently small so that it can he im
planted under the scalp. It puts out a square wave bidirectional pulse. 1
msec. in duratiOl'i, of abOt~t .3 V. The fre<Jllenc~' of stimulation is approxi
mately'S.lOj.sc'c; The batteries that dd\'(' the stinmlator are rechargeable.

The records in Figure 41 were made ill the a\vake ll1ollke~·. Paired flashes
were presented and recordings made from eh>etrodes implanted in the oc
cipital cortex. The responses to .SO such paired flashes were aCCIIIll11lated on
the Computer for Average Transients. The flash-flash interval is \'aried from
2.3-200 I11sec. The top traces were recordcd prior to the onset of stimulation:
the lower ones \\'t're made after chronic stimllJation had hC'('11 started. Ac
tually, this was the first of om series of eXlwrilncnts to call Olll" attentioll to
the changed recovery phenomenon. 1'\ote that there is a gl"l1era I ria Hellillg
(a finding idi()s~'ncratic to this particlllar lllonke~'" of the record made with
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the stimulator on. and that the recO\ er:' function is depressed. i.t' .. rt:'CO\ tT.
is delayed. Figure 42 shows such eHccts sUlllmcd across Avc subjects. I think
it reasonable to conclude that chronic stimulation of the inferotemporal Cor.
tex produces a very marked delay in rccovery of the cclls in the visual S\·s.

tem to visual stimuli.
A parallel experiment (12) in the auditory system was done in collahora.

tion with Dr. James Dewson. In this study, made in cats, removals of til('
auditory hOlllologue of the inferotemporal cortex were performed. This ho·
mologue is the insular-temporal region in the cat. Dewson has shown that
its removal impairs complex auditor:' discrimination (speech sounds), leav.
ing Simple auditory discrimination (pitch, loudness) intact. Removal also
alters paired click recovery cycles recorded as far peripherally as the coch·
lear nucleus. Bilateml ablation markedly shortens the recovery cycle., , .
And, of course, control ablations of the primary auditory projection cortex
and elsewhere have no such effect. Thus we have evidence that chronic
stimulation of the "association" cortex selectively prolongs, while ablation
selectively shortens, the recovery time of cells in the related primary senso
ry projection system.

These results allow us to specify the model. On the basis of the neurohe·
havioral and neuroanatomical data, I had previously suggested (48) that tht'
posterior "association" cortex, by wa:' of efferent tracts leading to the brain
stem-most likely to the colliculi or surrounding reticular formation (46)
partitions the events that occtir in the associated sensory specific system.
classifying these e\'ents according to one or another scheme. During the
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Figure 42. Plot of thp rel'f)\Tn' fuul'! iilll'
obtained in fl\'(· lIlollkevs I~t'forc ;11,,1
during stimulation of tilt" inferol(,lllpll';I1

cortex. (From Spinclli &. Prihralll. 7~'
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course of'our joint work, Dr. Spinf'lli would ask lilt' :\gain :IIH.I agaill,'f-(q\\'
do you define "partitioning" in neurological terllls?" l'ntil i.....e had accom
plished these electrophysiological experiments, I had no idea. But once we
saw the results, the l1europh~'siologicalexplanation became evident: parti.
tioning must work somewhat like a multiplexing circuit in electronics. In
neurophysiological terms, when recovery time of neurons in the sensor:'
projection system is increased by stimulation of the posterior "association"
cortex, fewer cells are available at an:' gh'en moment to the concurrent
input. Each of a series of inputs will thus fincl a difFerent set of cells in the
5:'stem available to excitation. There is a good deal of eviclence that, in the
dsual system at least, there is plenty of reSetTe capacity, i.e" redundanc:',
so that information transmission is not uncler ordinarv circulllstances ham
pered by such "narrowing" of the channel (1). Ordina~i1y, a particular input
excites a great number of fibers in the channel, 'insuring replication of infor
mation transmission. Just as lateral (or surround) inhibition in the retina has
the effect of reducing redundancy (4), so the operation of the "association"
cortex enhances the density of information which the channel conveys.

.This model has several important implications, First, the nonrecovered
cells (the ones that are still occupied by excitation initiated by prior inputs)
will act as context- or short-term memor,\, af!;ainst which the current input is
matched. A match-mismatch operation ;f tllis sort is demanded by models
of the process of recognition and selecth'e attention spelled out on other oc
casions by Craik (10), Sokolov (69), Bruner (6), MacKay (30), and myself
(-19, .51, 52). These "occupied" cells thus form the matrix of "uncertaint:'"
that sha'pes the pattern of potential information, i.e., the "expectancy"
which determines the selection of input signals which might or might not
occur.

Second, in a system of fixed size, redundanc:' reduction increases the
amount of correlation possible with the set of external inputs to the system
(20 )-that is, the number of alternatives, the complexity of itel11s,to \vhich
an organism can attend is enhanced. This internal alteration in the func·
tional structure of the classical sensory projection system thus allows atten
tion to vary as a function of the spatial resolution \\,hich C'xcitations can
achieve; Le., attention can he given to e\'ents of greater complexity. The
greater the resolution, the sharper the "uncertaint:'" and, thus, the more
likely that any set of inputs \vill be sampled for information. In the extremE',
this shmvening of the appetite for information hecomes what the clinical
neurologist calls stimulus-binding. 'Its opposite is agnosia-the hlurring of
uncertainty due to the simplification of the stl'11cture of the channel after
damage to the "association" area which leads to an organism's inahilit:" to
seek infommtion.

Third, this corticofugalmodel of the functions of the so-called association
s:'stems relieves uS of the prohlem of infinite I'l'gress-au association area
homunculus who synthesizes and abstracts from inputs, onl:" to pass on
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these abstractions to a still higher homunculus, perhaps the one \\·ho makes
decisions.

I wish I conkl, at this time, present an equally rigorous nemoph~·siologi

cal model for the process of intention. But in this area we are a considerably
greater distance from a precisely statahle model. It is true that the process
of reinforcement enhances redundancy (17). And, in part, the operation of
the frontolimbic systems tends to balance that of the sensor~' specific s~'s

terns. Monkeys with inferotemporal ahlations tend to perform better on the
alternation tasks which are so disturbed when frontolimhic lesions are
made.

The reverse, however, does not hold. The data in Table 9 suggest that the
change resulti!lg from frontal ablation is in some respects different fr01ll

that produced hy inferotemporal stimulation. }1erhaps this difference lies in
the fact that the amount of redundancy pc,. sc is an insufficient measure of
its emcac~' (e.g.. in minimizing error). The form or pattern of the redundan
cy is crucial; mere repetition is an inefl'ective form. Redundancy is thus not
a measure of Simplicity. Bather, when properly used, redundancy is not
solely opposed to information (or uncertainty) hut becomes an additional
measure of compleXity (20). The structure of redunclancy, its temporal pat
tern, is therefore the key to the neurophysiological model of intentional be
havior. Its ke~'stone will most Iikel~· deal with temporal resolution of events.
the temporal structure of behavior. Outlines of this structure have been for
rnu lated, bl1 t experimen ts have not as ~'et heen accomplished to detail it
sufficiently to allow the model to become actualized in neurological terms
(34, 49, .52).

The problem of the homunculus is, of course, an extremel~' interesting
one. Former \va~·s of looking at the input-output relationships of the bra ill
have come up against the problem of an infinite regression (implicit or eX

plicit) of little men inside little men-homunculi associating sensations, ah
stracting from these associations and passing these ahstractions on to the
motor systems for action. Somewhere along the line of regress a\\·arell('S~

comes in, perhaps in ~'et another anatomically separahle s~·stem; amI thcll
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there is n:Wl\reness of ,\\vareness. According to the model presented here.
there is no need. for snch infinite regress. Important functions such as per
ception and decision are going on within the primary sensory amI motor
projection systems. Other brain regions such as the posterior sensory
specific associated systems and the rrontolimbic systems exert their effects
by ultering the functional organization of the primary systems. Thus these
systems are /lot "association" systems; they simply alter the configurations
of input-output relationships processed by the classical systems. In compu
ter language the associated s~'stems function hy supplying subroutines in a
hierarchy of programs, subroutines contained within and not superimposed
above the more fundamental processes. In this fashion the infinite abstrac
tive regress is avoided. One could argue that it is replaced by a downward
regress of sllb- and subsllbroutines; to me this type of regress is the more
lUlderstandable and manipulatable. The posterior association cortex is con
ceived Simply to program, to structure, an input channel, perhaps through
action on recurrent inhibitorv collaterals within the channel. The effect of
such action is to alter the speed of recovery of neurons in the channel once
they are excited by inputs. And by means of the operation of such a simple
device, information processing, sampling of the environment, ancl selective
attention "automaticallv" follow.

Another advantage ~f the model is that the Signal itself is not altered; the
invariant properties of a signal are unaffected (unless channel capacity is
overreached). It is only the channel itself-the channel within which the sig
nal is transmitted-which is altered. Thus the same signal carries more or
less information, depending on the "width" of the channel. I am tempted to
extrapolate and say that the signal carries different meanings depending on
the particular structure or organization of the redundancy of the channel.

Discussion

Mago!ltl: Dr. Pribram's proposal that the association areas of the cortex
exert their functions in discriminatory behavior by varying the information
conveying properties of input Signals to primary cortical areas, through cor
tico-reticula-cortical loops \\·ith the central brain stem, seems to me to ha\'e
a great potential for elucidating the role pla~"ed hy these so-called silent
areas of our hemispheres. I .thought he built this up in a splendidl~.. sequen
tial fashion. He started with some of the basic featmes of neuroual ph~'siol

ogy,tlli-oUgh identification of frequencies uf firing as the method h~' which
neurons signal the intensit~, of excitation. and made reference to the action
of facilitation in abbredating the n'cO\'er~' time of discharging uenrons and
(;onse(l'.1entl~· 11Iodif~"ing their interspike intervals, hence their firing !'re
lluencies. He \\'t'nt on to relate this to information theOl·~· (which explores
how neural acti\·it~' cotl\'e~s information) in terms of the relations of inter
spike intervals and the prohahilistic aspects of firing frequencies and
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timing to the fea[llrt:'s of 1l(l\'f'I[~'; nH)lIotl)II~'. redumlanc.\', association, ha·
hituation, or extindioll. He thell llpplied these basic cOllcepts to a fUlldioll
at model of higher 1H'llI'al adidty, to account for the impairnlt'llt of l'ercep
twil discrimination and aCfjuired performance following lesions in these
silent, lateral, frontal, limbic or infratemporal areas, which have never been
found to inAuence Significantly the activity of primary sensory or motor cor
tical svstems bv way of direct connections.

He 'next id;ntifi~d the corticifugal projections from these regions to the
nonspecific facilitatory or inhihitory corticipetal systems in the central ceo
phalic brain stem, and proposed that, by this route, the silent cortex acquired
the capacity for modifying the function of the primary sensory and motor
cortical regions serving perceptual and motor skills.

It seems to me that we can find support for this concept from a number
of current findings. The collective magnitude of corticifugal projections to
the central brain stem appears second onl~' to that from peripheral recep
tors, and their capacity to modify the discharge properties of subjacent non
specific systems can be inferred from changes in cortical EEG patterns, as
well as by direct observation of changes induced in reticula-reticular con
duction bv cortical stimulation.

In addition, as has recently been demonstrated, nonspecific corticipetal
inAuences from the brain stem can either reduce or prolong corticoneuronal
recover~' time, thus controlling interspike intervals and, hence, the informa
tion-conveying properties of these discharging cortical areas. On the input
side, for example, Fuster (18), Lindsley (28a, 73), Davis (11), and Dr.
HerIHlndez-Peon, as he showed earlier, ha\'e all demonstrated improved
cortical reception of paired visual, auditor~', or tactile Signals during atten
tion in human subjects, as well as during behavioral alertness and EEG
arousal induced b,' direct electrical stimulation of the central brain stern in
animals.

On the motor side, in both higher animals and man, the initiation of 50

called skilled performance or voluntary mo\'ement has heen found to be as
sociated with the appearance of an arousal pattern of the EEG in the corti
cal Illotor area. ~ [oreover, the threshold for e\'ocatiol1 of mO\'ement b~' di·
rect stimu lation of this cortical area is much lo\\'er during alert \\'akeflllnt'ss
than during drowsiness or sleep. These data seem to fit \\'ell \\'ith the lIlodl"
presented h~· Dr. Prihram.

Its elahoration seems to me to prO\'ide some of the most imightful a IIII
potentiall~' fruitful hypotheses ~!et to ha\e heen proposed concerning tl1'.'
mode of action of these most recentl~' aCfl,Jired allll highl.\· e\"()h"ed areas III
the cerebral cortex, which reach their greatest de\'f.'loplllent in the brain (11
man. Its formulation seems a brilliant dC\'eloplllent on the part of a persclil
\\'ho has devoted so mllch of his research career to the stllCh- of these corti,
cal regions. I think all of us have been pridleged, indeed, to' have been abk
to hear its exposition at this conference.
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n. A "~IODEL :\ECHAL SYSTE\["' APPROACH TO THE NEtJHAL
BASIS OF BEHA"IORAL CIIr\:"IGEO

Thompson:' Both Dr. Sperry alltl Dr. Calvin emphasized earlier the im
portance of analyzing behavioral change at the level of interactions among
nerve cells. The research strategies discussed so far in the Conference have
generally involved somewhat different levels of analysis. Normal animals
are trained, and chemicals are subsequently extracted and analyzed (Dr.
Caito's re\'iew), electrical activity is concurrently recorded (Dr. Galambos'
review) or, as in Dr. Pribram's extensive and elegant research, lesions are
made and the subsequent deficits in performance are measured. All of these
approaches 'are faced with the enormous complexity of organization of the
nervous s\'stem...

I would like to talk briefly about a somewhat different strategy which is
more specifically oriented toward the synaptic interactions among neurons
that form the basis of changes in behavior. This approach might be called
the analysis of "model neural systems". Instead of dealing with the complex
ities of the intact nervous svstem, we first eliminate much of the system and
then study the neural pro~esses under\~'illg behavioral changes i;l the si!lI
plified remainder (e.g., spinal cord). The use of neural models is, of course,
not without hazards. It is always possible that neither the synaptic mecha
nisms nor the behavioral changes of the simplified model can be generalized
to the intact organism. At the very least the behavioral characteristics of the
phenomenon under study ought to be parallel for the model system and the
intact animal.

The type of model system analysis I am referring to is well represented
by the recent work of Eccles and coworkers on long-term plastic changes in
monosynaptic reflexes of the neurally isolated spinal cord ( 13). As an exam
ple, I would like to cite an ingenious study (1-!), in which nerves for all but a
few ankle or toe synergists were cut on one hind limb in chronic spinal cats.
The animals were given forced exercise, and the monos~'naptic reflex re
sponses were tested for the reduced groups versus control side and for an
intact group on the operated side rerSliS control side. Just as predicted,
there was a large increase in monos~'n<\ptic responses from stimulation of
the reduced muscle nerve relative to the control side, but no asvmmetrv for, ,
synergist groups not operated. Unfortunatel:', control animals in which the
residual muscle groups \"ere carefully protected from all exercise or me
chanical stress showed just the same as:'mmetr:" of monosynaptic reflexes.
The increase in reflex response was at least in part the resl.\ It of se\'ered
nerves, not just of exercise.

In general, such studies lu\\'c shown a \'ariet~' of changes in monos:"naptic

• The work reportr,·d here has heen SUPfJorted ill part by Re~earl'h Grants i\13-(J:3.tCJ-I ami
8-2161 of the :'\,ltillllal Jllstit\llt·~ of Hea tho

I Original data preo;ented in ~hi~ paper \\'e~e oht~i~ed i.n a joint r~oiect with Dr. \\" A. Spencer,
'lf the Department of I'll.' >1lJlog~', :\ew \ork llll\'ersih III ~ll?dlCme,
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reflexes, but only slIhst'(JIIl'nt to sllrgical interH'ntioll. :-ior111 a) lise alolle ap
parently is not su(ficient to produce IOllg-term plastic changes in tlws('
reflexes. It would seem that the nellrolla) system most amenahle to s~'naptic

analysis, the spinal monosynaptic reflex, is peculiarly resistant to normal
plastic changes.

In searching for model systems lIseful in the study of learning, it is well
to remember Dr. Konorski's suggested term "plasticit~''', which labels rnan~'

types of behavioral change resulting from experience (25). While the tran
sected spinal cord may not exhibit classical conditioning or other specific
types of learning as they are usuall~' defined, it does show a variety of plas
tic changes.

I would like to describe briefly a project in which Dr. W. A. Spencer and
I have been engaged on the synaptic basis of flexion reflex habituation in
the acute spinal cat (d., 70). Our results to date illllstrate some of the ad
vantages and sOllle of the limitations of the "model nemal system" ap
proach. Habituation, incidentall~', is perhaps the simplest kind of plastic be
havioral change. Its general importance has been emphasized in recent
studies and writings by I-Iermlndez-Pe()n (22), Pribram (,52), Galambos et
aI. (19) and others, as well as in extensh-e behadoral literature extending
back to the 19th century (d., 21). While habituation may not be condition
ing pel' se, it is certainly a change in behavior as a result of training, amI
thus by definition an aspect of learning. Sherrington (68), using the acutr
spinal dog, was perhaps the first to stud~: spinal flexion reRex habituation as
such. Prosser & Hunter (66) demonstrated in a very careful study both habit
uation and dishabituation of flexion reRexes in the chronic spinal rat. In re
cent times, spinal response habituation has been stud ied by Hernandez
Peon & Brust-Carmona (2,3), Nesrneianova (40), Kozak et al. (26), amI
Buchwald et ai. (7). In our own experiments we used the unanesthetized
decerebrate cat with low thoracic cord section.

The basic experimental design is extrell1el~' simple. Amplitude of the re
sponse of a flexor muscle to weak skin shocks delivered every few seconds is
measured. "Dishabituation" is accomplished b~: a strong extra stimulus to the
leg. During habituation training the muscle response alllplittide decreases
over a period of minutes to a stahle hahituation le\·el. If the stimulus is
withheld or given only once per minute. the response recO\'ers graduall~- to
control amplitude. A strong dishahituating stimulus gh-en when the IT

sponsc has been habituated produces all immediate increase in respolI~l'

amplitude.
It would seem mandaton- for those who stuch' model neural S\stelll~ til

show that the beha\'ioral p';enOlllE'na of the mod~1 l('sPl1lhle those'of the ill
tact animal. In searching the hehadoral hahituation literature. we \H'IT

able to identif~: some nine parametric characteristics relating hahituatiol1 til
stimulus and training variahles for a wiele range of responses and specie~ I

I
, I

I
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for example, degree of habituation is direct I:' related to fr('l[lIt'llC\' pf test
stimulus, inverselv related to intensitv of test stimulus, and so 011. \\-e were
able to show tha't spinal flexion refl~x habituation exhibits the same nine
parametric features characteristic of behavioral response habituation, and
may thus be considered a legitimate example of habituation. Times for de
velopmellt of spinal reflex habituation and spontaneous recovery range frOIll

minutes to an hour or more, depending upon conditions, thus placing thclll
in the normal behavioral time domain.

The roles of several possible mechanisms were tested by the following
simple experiments: (a) Electrical stimulation of afferent nerves with moni
tored neurograms ruled out changes in receptor function and nerve excit
ability, both for habituation and dishabituation. (b) Ventral root or efferent
nerve recordings exhibited the same habituati0l! and dishabituation as did
muscle responses, ruling out muscle fatigue and neuromuscular changes. (c)
Crucial participation of the gamma loop system was ntled out by section of
all ventral roots and/or all dorsal roots, and by administration of Flaxedil:
both habituation and dishabituation could still be obtained. (d) Stimulus
generalization of habituation occurred to completely separate input nerves,
ruling out changes in excitability of input afferent terminals. These experi
ments show that the essential mechanisms for habituation and dishabitua
tion lie within the spinal cord.

Perhaps our most interesting data came from intracelIular recordings of
motor neurons participating in the flexion reflex being habituated. These
data allowed us to test several hypotheses regarding the central mechanisms
lUlderlying habituation and dishabituation. Recordings were obtained using
micropipettes filled with potassium chloride, citrate, or sulphate, from flexor
spinal motor neurons identified by antidromic activation of muscle nerves.

The basic findings of the microelectrode studies are illustrated in Figure
43. Each response represents a series of approximately ten superimposed
tracings recorded from a peroneal motor neuron. The upper lines show poly
synaptic PSP's to cutaneous nerve stimulation (superficial peroneal N.) for
control tests given once per minute (A), fol1owing habituation to a one per .3
sec. stimulus (B), and fol1owing reCO\'ery at l/min. stimulation (C).
There is a marked and significant decrease of PSP amplitude during habitu
ation, followed bv recoverv to the control level. Note that not ollk do the
EPSP's habituate: but that the IPSP components also decrease during habitu
ation.

The lower·line of tracings (D, E, F) shows interpolated monosynaptic test
\'olleys (stimulation of the deep peroneal N.) given during each of the periods
described above. That is, in the control and recovery series (A, and CF) each
type of activation (polysynaptic and monosynaptic) was gh'en once per
minute, alternating e\'er:' 30 seconds between the two types. In the habi
tuated series (BF) the monosynaptic test actinltion was interpolated once a
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Figure 43. Intmcellular responses (K citrate microelectroJe) from identi6ed peroneal
motor neuron to polysynaptic (A, B. C; superficial peroneal N.) and monosynaptic (D, E,
F; deep peroneal )1.) activation, A: Control series, stimuli, l/min.; 8: Juring habituation
tmining, stimuli 1,/1 sec.; C: after recovery. stimuli l/min,; D: monosynaptic tests inter
polated l/min. durillg contl'Ol period (same time period as A); E: monosynaptic tests
inte'1JoJated I min, during habituation trailling (obtained while the polysynaptic re
sponse was habituated to the level shown in B); F: monosynaptic tests interpolated
l/min, following recovery (same time period as C), Note decrease of both EPSP and
IPSP components of the polysynaptic response (shown in B) after habituation training.
but complete absence of any changes in the monosynaptic response, Calibration: 1 mV

and 10 msec, (\Y. A, Spencer and R, F, Thompson, unpublished data,)

minute. There ",as no change in the monosynaptic EPSP as the polysynaptic
PSP decreased. Consequently, there would seem to be no tonic change in
the excitability of the motor neuron during habituation.

Interestingl~'enough, dishabituation b~' a strong stimulus (\ve used strong
electric shocks or strong pinching of the skin) generally causes a significant
increase in the monosynaptic test EPSP, as well as in polys:'naptic PSP.
There does seem to be a tonic increase in excitability during dishabituation.
The illRuence of the gamma s;'stem had been ruled out in the situation, but
an interesting point "vas raised: with the gamma system intact, the duration
of the dishabituation effect is greater, The gamma system does seem to pla~'

a role in the time course of dishabituation.
Se\'erallines of evidence tend to rule out phasic polys;'naptic inhibition

as a likely mechanism for habituation. Note ill Figure 4:3 that the IPSP's of
the pol:'s;'naptje responses decrease rather than increase during habitua
tion. This suggests (but does not I)\'o\'e) that the amount of posts;naptic in
hibition on the motor neuron is also "hahituating" (i.e., decreasing). SinC't'
the posts~'naptiC' responses are pol:'synaptic, there could he hidden IPSP',
in the EPSP portions \\'hich might increase during hahituation, thus leading
to a net decrease in the size of the pol:s.\'naptic EPSP. To test this possihili,
t;·, we ohtained pol;'synaptic 1'SP's that \\'ere predominantl;' h; perpolariz
ing (i.e., mostl; I PSP's) and re\'ersed the polarit;' either b,\' injecting chlo
ride ions electrophoreticall;', or h;' electrieall;' h~p('rpolarizing the cell. III
both cases the in\'t'rtecl IPSP's decreased during habituatioll. IlIcid('ntall~,
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IPSP's from cl'lIs that SllO\\'ed purel~' h~"pl'rpolarizing responses also de
creased during habituation. Thus it appears that phasic posts~'naptic inhibi
tiolJ on the motor neuron is not the mechanism for habituation.

Finally, the possibility that pre- and posts~'naptic inhibitory processes are
occurring elsewhere in the system (i.e., in interneurons between input and
motor neurons) can be tested with dn1gs. Strychnine abolishes several known
instances of postsynaptic inhibition, and picrotoxin markedly reduces pre
synaptic inhibition (1:3). Administration of these drugs, given separately and
in combination in doses sufficient to reduce or abolish both pre- and post
synaptic inhibition, has no significant effect on habituation or dishabituatiol1.
Consequently, \,re would suggest that pre- and postsynaptic inhibitory pro
cesses are not the nemal basis of habituation.

As far as habituation is concerned, all of these data indicate that the de
crease in response is the result of reduced iliput to motor neurons. The de
crement must therefore occur in interneurons between input and output.
Fmthermore, results of the drug studies snggest that pre- and postsynaptic
inhibitions are not involved. Our guess, and it is little more than a guess at
the moment, is that the nemonal mechanism for habituation ma~' be a pol~'

synaptic analogue of the process of monosynaptic "low frequenc~' depres~

sion". The latter appears to he a pre- or Suhs~'l1apticprocess (29), and Iwars
some resemblance to the phenomena of polys~'naptic response habituation.
Dishabituation appears to be a separate superimposed sensitization process,
pOSSibly related to afterdischarge.

I have presented this' material in order to illustrate both the advantages
and limitations of the "model neural s.\·stem" approach to the analysis of the
synaptic basis of changes in behavior. \Ve have been a great deal more suc
cessful in showing what the neural basis of flexion reflex habituation (and,
hopefully, behavioral response habituation as well) is /lot, rather than what
it is. Using some of the analytic tools now available from s~naptic ph~'siolo

gy, we were able to eliminate a number of possible hypotheses \"ith some
degree of confidence, However, we still cannot say what mechanisms do
form the neural basis of response habituation.

Successful application of the "model neural s~'stem" approach is depen
dent both upon an understanding of synaptic processes in simplified sys
tems and upon the choice of Simplified neural s~'stems that appear to show
meaningful behavioral changes. Assuming that the latter requirement can
he met, the rapid current progress in the field of s~'naptic ph~'siology \\'ould
seem to offer increasing possibilities for the "model neural s~'stelll" approach
to the analysis of neural mechanisms underl~ing behavior.

Galamhos: Do ~'ou 11[1\'e measurements of an~' currents that might be
flowing as a result of standing D.C. potentials in the spinal cord'? Can the
change in amplitude you see actllall;' merel~' reflect a changt' with time in
the standing potential of the spinal cortI?

Thompsoll: I cannot gi\'e ~'ou a direct ans\\'er, since we did not 11I('asure
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gross D.C. leq:ls of tbe spinal corel. Our intracellular recordings were D.C.,
and no slow shifts were seen. The fact that the interpolated monosynaptic

EPSP's in Figure 4:3 did not change would seem to rule out the possibilit:,

that shifts in the "standing potential" of the spinal cord are involved.
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